MRIgRT Head and Neck Anthropomorphic QA Phantom: Design, Development, Reproducibility and Feasibility Study.
The purpose of this paper was to design, manufacture, and evaluate a tissue equivalent, dual MR/CT visible anthropomorphic Head and Neck (H&N) phantom. This phantom was specially designed as an end-to-end quality assurance (QA) tool for magnetic resonance (MR) imaging guided radiotherapy (MRIgRT) systems participating in NCI-sponsored clinical trials. The MRIgRT H&N phantom was constructed using a water-fillable acrylic shell and a custom insert that mimics an organ at risk (OAR) and target structures. The insert consists of a primary and secondary PTV manufactured of a synthetic Clear Ballistic gel, an acrylic OAR and surrounding tissue fabricated using melted Superflab. Radiochromic EBT3 film and TLDs were used to measure the dose distribution and absolute dose, respectively. The phantom was evaluated by conducting an end-to-end test that included: imaging on a GE Lightspeed CT simulator, planning on Monaco treatment planning software (TPS), verifying treatment setup with MR and irradiating on Elekta's 1.5T Unity MR linac system. The phantom was irradiated three times using the same plan to determine reproducibility. Three institutions, equipped with either ViewRay MRIdian 60 Co or ViewRay MRIdian Linac, were used to conduct a feasibility study by performing independent end-to-end studies. TLDs were evaluated in both reproducibility and feasibility studies by comparing ratios of measured TLD to reported TPS calculated values. Radiochromic film was used to compare measured planar dose distributions to expected TPS distributions. Film was evaluated by using an in-house gamma analysis software to measure the discrepancies between film and TPS. The MRIgRT H&N phantom on the Unity system resulted in reproducible TLD doses (SD < 1.5%). The measured TLD to calculated dose ratios for the Unity system ranged from 0.94 to 0.98. The Viewray dose result comparisons had a larger range (0.95-1.03) but these depended on the TPS dose calculations from each site. Using a 7%/4mm gamma analysis, Viewray institutions had average axial and sagittal passing rates of 97.3% and 96.2% and the Unity system had average passing rates of 97.8% and 89.7%, respectively. All of the results were within the Imaging and Radiation Oncology Core in Houston (IROC-Houston) standard credentialing criteria of 7% on TLDs, and > 85% of pixels passing gamma analysis using 7%/4mm on films. An MRIgRT H&N phantom that is tissue equivalent and visible on both CT and MR was developed. The results from initial reproducibility and feasibility testing of the MRIgRT H&N phantom using the tested MGIgRT systems suggests the phantom's potential utility as a credentialing tool for NCI-clinical trials.